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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Mechanical properties of thromboemboli play an important role in the efficacy of endovascular 
thrombectomy (EVT) for acute ischemic stroke. However, very limited data on mechanical properties of human stroke thrombi 
are available. We aimed to mechanically characterize thrombi retrieved with EVT, and to assess the relationship between 
thrombus composition and thrombus stiffness.

METHODS: Forty-one thrombi from 19 patients with acute stroke who underwent EVT between July and October 2019 were 
mechanically analyzed, directly after EVT. We performed unconfined compression experiments and determined tangent 
modulus at 75% strain (Et75) as a measure for thrombus stiffness. Thrombi were histologically analyzed for fibrin/platelets, 
erythrocytes, leukocytes, and platelets, and we assessed the relationship between histological components and Et75 with 
univariable and multivariable linear mixed regression.

RESULTS: Median Et75 was 560 (interquartile range, 393–1161) kPa. In the multivariable analysis, fibrin/platelets were 
associated with increased Et75 (aβ, 9 [95% CI, 5 to 13]) kPa, erythrocytes were associated with decreased Et75% (aβ, −9 [95% 
CI, −5 to −13]) kPa. We found no association between leukocytes and Et75. High platelet values were strongly associated 
with increased Et75 (aβ, 56 [95% CI, 38–73]).

CONCLUSIONS: Fibrin/platelet content of thrombi retrieved with EVT for acute ischemic stroke is strongly associated with increased 
thrombus stiffness. For thrombi with high platelet values, there was a very strong relationship with thrombus stiffness. Our data 
provide a basis for future research on the development of next-generation EVT devices tailored to thrombus composition.

GRAPHIC ABSTRACT: An online graphic abstract is available for this article.
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Mechanical endovascular thrombectomy (EVT) 
for acute ischemic stroke (AIS) is among the 
most effective treatments in clinical medicine. 

Nevertheless, in ≈20% to 40% of patients who undergo 
EVT, substantial revascularization is not achieved.1,2 In vitro 
data with thrombus analogs suggest that the mechanical 
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properties of thrombi play a vital role in the efficacy of 
EVT.3,4 However, very limited data on mechanical proper-
ties of human AIS thrombi are currently available.

See related article, p XXX

Earlier studies have assessed the mechanical proper-
ties of thrombus analogs; artificial blood clots, produced 
from animal or human blood, which resemble acute isch-
emic stroke thrombi. Thrombus analogs with higher fibrin 
and platelet content were found to have increased mate-
rial stiffness4–8 and friction.3 Experimental studies with 
analogs have shown that the successfulness of EVT 
depends on the mechanical properties of the thrombus 
analog: stiffer specimen often led to failed or incomplete 
recanalization.3,4 Instead of being captured by the EVT 
device, stiffer analogs often rolled between vessel wall 
and device, without being retrieved. In line with these find-
ings, clinical studies have shown that fibrin-rich thrombi 
more often need multiple retrieval attempts, leading to 
longer EVT times and lower revascularization scores.9,10 
Only one previous study has characterized the mechanical 
properties of human AIS thrombi.11 This study concerned 
9 specimen from 4 patients with AIS who underwent EVT, 
and only qualitative histological analysis was performed.

Substantial data on the mechanical characteristics of 
stroke thrombi from EVT patients, and the relationship to 
quantitative thrombus composition, are still lacking. We 
aimed to mechanically characterize thrombi retrieved during 
EVT in patients with acute ischemic stroke, and to quan-
titatively assess the association of thrombus composition 
with thrombus stiffness. We hypothesized that, in line with 
results from thrombus analog studies, fibrin and platelet rich 
thrombi would be associated with higher thrombus stiffness.

METHODS
Patient Population
Thrombi were collected from consecutive patients with AIS who 
underwent EVT from July to October 2019, in the Erasmus 
University Medical Center in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. 
Thrombi from patients who met the following criteria were 
included: 18 years or older, EVT performed for ischemic stroke 
because of a proximal intracranial occlusion of the anterior or 
posterior circulation, and at least one thrombus fragment was 
collected during the procedure. The study was approved by 

the central medical ethics committee of the Erasmus Medical 
Center Rotterdam, The Netherlands, and written informed con-
sent from patients was obtained (MEC 2017-366, MEC 2017-
367 and MEC 2017-368). Data, syntax files, and output of 
statistical analyses in STATA are available from the correspond-
ing author on reasonable request.

Thrombus Collection and Mechanical 
Characterization
We used unconfined compression experiments for the mechani-
cal characterization of the thrombi. Unconfined compression is a 
widely used technique for the assessment of mechanical proper-
ties of soft biological tissue, in which the tissue is mechanically 
compressed between 2 rigid plates, and the force response is 
measured. It is commonly used to evaluate mechanical proper-
ties of thrombus analogs and thrombi from patients with AIS.4,11

After EVT, thrombi were preserved in DMEM (high glucose, 
L-glutamine, HEPES, no phenol red; Thermo Fischer, Waltham, MA) 
at 4 °C to 10 °C. If EVT took place between 9 am and 9 pm, mechani-
cal characterization was performed immediately after EVT. If EVT 
took place between 9 pm and 9 am, the experiment was performed 
the following working day, provided that the experiment could be 
initiated within 12 hours after EVT. Time from EVT to experiment 
was registered, to be taken into account in the statistical analyses. 
In preparation for the experiment, thrombi were carefully removed 
from the stent-retriever using forceps. They were trimmed to a 
height of 1 millimeter, such that the resulting sample had a flat top 
and bottom. Thrombi with a diameter of smaller than 1 millimeter 
were not eligible for the mechanical experiment. If a thrombus was 
large enough, or if > 1 thrombus was obtained during EVT, multiple 
samples per patient were prepared for mechanical testing.

The unconfined compression experiments were performed 
with a custom-built test setup (Figure 1 and Methods in the Data 
Supplement), with the test samples submerged in DMEM at body 
temperature (37 °C) during the experiment. Samples were sub-
jected to 80% compression of their initial height, at a strain rate of 
10% per second. The applied deformation (strain) of the sample, 
and the corresponding force exerted by the tissue against the 
compression plate, were measured. The initial cross-sectional 
surface areas of the thrombus samples were measured from 
photographs of the trimmed samples before the experiment, with 
ImageJ (1.52a, National Institutes of Health). Stress was obtained 
by dividing the measured force by the initial cross-sectional sur-
face area of the sample. The mechanical behavior of the tissue 
was represented in a nominal stress-strain curve. The thrombus 
tissue was mechanically modeled as a first-order Mooney-Rivlin 
material. To obtain the material constants of the Mooney-Rivlin 
material, the model was fitted to the experimental stress-strain 
data in Abaqus (2016, Dassault Systems, Johnston, Ri). The tan-
gent modulus, defined as the slope of the tangent at any point of 
interest on the stress-strain curve, was used to describe throm-
bus stiffness. Since thrombi in clinical practice are subjected to 
large strains, tangent modulus at 75% strain (Et75) was used.

Histological Characterization
Mechanically analyzed thrombus samples were incubated in 
4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 24 to 48 hours, 
after which they were embedded in paraffin and sectioned 
into 5 µm sections. Per sample, one section was stained with 

Nonstandard Abbreviations and Acronyms

AIS acute ischemic stroke
EVT endovascular thrombectomy
IQR interquartile range
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Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E, HT110216, Sigma-Aldrich, St. 
Louis, MO) for the assessment of fibrin/platelets (on H&E, fibrin 
cannot be easily distinguished from platelets), erythrocytes and 
leukocytes. A second section per sample was stained with 
immunohistochemistry for platelets (CD61, CMC16121040, 
Cell Marque, Rocklin, CA). Microscopical images were acquired 
with a single slide scanner at 40× magnification (2.0 HT 
Nanozoomer, Hamamatsu, Japan), after which the quantitative 
fraction of histological components (relative to the total area 
of the section) was determined with the use of Orbit Image 
Analysis (version 3.15, Idorsia Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Allschwil).

Statistical Analysis
The relationship between histological components (fibrin/plate-
lets, erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets) of the thrombi, with 
thrombus stiffness (Et75) in kilopascal (kPa) was assessed with 
linear mixed regression models and reported as coefficients (β) 
with 95% CIs. We used mixed regression models, to account for 
the fact that >1 thrombus sample could be derived from the same 
patient. We performed univariable and multivariable analyses. In 
the multivariable analyses, we adjusted for age, sex, administra-
tion of intravenous thrombolysis and time from end of EVT to 
start of the mechanical experiment, based on clinical knowledge. 
Nonlinearity of the relationship of histological components with 
Et75 was assessed by visual inspection of the crude data. In case 
of nonlinearity, we used a linear mixed-effects model with 2 lin-
ear terms for thrombus composition, and to assess whether the 
model fit for this binary term was superior to the linear term, we 
performed a likelihood ratio test. STATA/SE 15.1 (StataCorp, 
College Station, TX) was used for all statistical analyses.

RESULTS
Of the 48 patients treated from July 1, 2019 to Octo-
ber 3, 2019, 19 could be included in this study. A flow 
diagram of patient and thrombus selection is shown in 
Figure I in the Data Supplement.

Of the 19 included patients, median age was 70 
(interquartile range [IQR], 62–81) years, and 12 (63%) 

were women. Median National Institutes of Health Stroke 
Scale on admission was 16 (IQR, 9–19) and 7 (37%) 
patients received administration of intravenous throm-
bolysis. In most patients (10, 53%), the occlusion was 
located in the M1-segment of the middle cerebral artery, 
followed by the M2-segment of the middle cerebral 
artery (n=5, 26%) and the internal carotid artery terminus 
(n=3, 16%). One patient had an occlusion of the basilar 
artery. The median time from end of EVT to start of the 
mechanical experiment was 40 (IQR, 30–67) minutes. 
Clinical and interventional characteristics of all patients 
are shown in Table 1. Of the 19 included patients, 41 
thrombus samples could be trimmed and mechanically 
analyzed (Table I in the Data Supplement). The median 
number of analyzed thrombus samples per patient was 2.

Thrombus Composition
Based on visual inspection of the histological images, 
thrombi were heterogeneous in shape and organization 
(Figure 2). There was a large variation in quantified his-
tological composition, as shown in Figure II in the Data 
Supplement. On H&E, median fibrin/platelet content was 
59% (IQR, 38–91), median erythrocyte content was 
40% (IQR, 9–60), and median leukocyte content was 
1% (IQR, 0–2). On CD61 immunostaining, median plate-
let content was 68% (IQR, 49–79). Thrombi from later 
passes were more fibrin/platelet rich and erythrocyte 
poor (Figure III in the Data Supplement), but these dif-
ferences were not statistically significant. Thrombus stiff-
ness did not differ according to pass number.

Relationship Between Thrombus Composition 
and Thrombus Stiffness
All thrombus samples exhibited nonlinear mechanical behav-
ior. Median thrombus stiffness, defined as Et75, was 560 

A

induced 
displacement

measured 
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plate
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Figure 1. Human stroke thrombi were mechanically characterized. 
Mechanical force tester (A); close-up photo of the tissue bath and the compression head department (B). Thrombus samples were subjected to 
80% compression of their initial height, at a strain rate of 10% per second. The applied deformation (strain) of the sample, and the corresponding 
force exerted by the sample against the compression plate, were measured (C).
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(IQR, 393–1161) kPa. The pass number to which a throm-
bus belonged did not influence Et75. Fibrin/platelet content 
was associated with increased Et75 in the univariable (β, 9.7 
[95% CI, 5.3–14.1]) and in the multivariable (β, 9.0 [95% CI, 
4.9–13.1]) analysis. In other words, for every 1% increase 
in fibrin/platelet content, thrombus stiffness increased with 
9 kPa. Erythrocyte content was associated with decreased 
Et75 in the univariable (β, −9.7 [95% CI, −14.2 to −5.3]) and 
the multivariable (β, −9.0, [95% CI, −13.2 to −4.9]) analysis 
(Table 2, Figure 3). We found no relationship between leuko-
cytes and Et75 (β, −20.8 [95% CI, −164.8 to 123.2]).

We observed a nonlinear relationship of platelets with 
Et75, with an inflection point at ≈70% platelets (Figure 3). 
Therefore, we assessed the relationship of platelets with 
Et75 using a linear mixed-effects model with 2 linear terms 
for platelets: <70% platelets and ≥70% platelets. To 
assess whether the model fit for this binary term for plate-
lets was superior to the linear term for platelets, we per-
formed a likelihood ratio test, which demonstrated that the 
binary term was a better fit for our data. For thrombi with 
<70% platelets, we found no relationship with Et75 (β, 3.2 
[95% CI, −1.4 to 7.8]). For thrombi with >70% platelets, 
however, we found a strong positive relationship with Et75 
in the univariable (β, 59.3 [95% CI, 45.9–72.7]) and mul-
tivariable (β, 55.6 [95% CI 37.7–73.4]) analysis (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we mechanically characterized human 
AIS thrombi and assessed the association of thrombus 

composition with thrombus stiffness. We found a median 
thrombus stiffness (Et75) of 560 (IQR, 393–1161) kPa 
and have shown that thrombus composition is strongly 
associated with thrombus stiffness.

We found that fibrin/platelet content was associ-
ated with increased thrombus stiffness, and erythrocyte 
content with decreased thrombus stiffness. For every 
1% increase in fibrin/platelets on H&E, and every ≈1% 
decrease in erythrocytes on H&E, Et75 increased with 9 
kPa. One could say that in terms of material stiffness, 
erythrocyte rich thrombi in our study were comparable 
to subcutaneous fat, whereas fibrin/platelet rich thrombi 
had stiffness values comparable to scar tissue.12,13 
These findings are in line with studies on thrombus ana-
logs, which have shown that increasing fibrinogen con-
centrations led to higher thrombus stiffness values.5–7 In 
addition, we found an interesting relationship between 
platelet content and thrombus stiffness. For platelet val-
ues under ≈70%, as assessed on CD61-immunostain-
ing, we found no relationship with thrombus stiffness. 
However, for thrombi with platelet values over ≈70%, 
we found a strong positive relationship with stiffness. 
Studies with thrombus analogs have shown similar find-
ings: Carr et al5 found that stiffness of thrombus analogs 
increased with platelet concentration. Previous studies 
have shown that platelets are the key drivers for throm-
bus contraction, a mechanism resulting into compact 
and stiffer thrombi.14 Our results suggest there might 
be a certain platelet threshold, after which thrombus 
contraction becomes a strong contributor to thrombus 
stiffness. The threshold value of 70% platelets, which 
we used for our regression analyses, however, should 
not be interpreted as an absolute number, but rather 
regarded as an estimate.

Interestingly, thrombus stiffness in our study was 
considerably higher than reported in previous literature. 
Chueh et al11 mechanically characterized 9 thrombi from 
4 patients with AIS, resulting in an average secant mod-
ulus at 0% to 75% strain (the slope from zero to the 
75% strain on the stress-strain curve) of 40±10 kPa 
(122±104 kPa in our study). Thrombus analog studies, 
too, report lower stiffness values than the ones in our 
study. Malone et al15 reported a tangent modulus at 40% 
strain of 14 kPa15 (59±63 kPa in our study). Chueh et 
al11 tested analogs of various compositions, with secant 
modulus at 0% to 75% strain ranging from 10 to 65 kPa 
(average 122±104 kPa in our study). There are several 
possible explanations for finding higher thrombus stiff-
ness values than previously reported. First, all human 
thrombi that were characterized by Chueh et al were 
described as red, presumably erythrocyte rich, based on 
visual inspection of the histological images. This might 
have resulted in relatively soft thrombi, compared with 
thrombi in our study, which had a wide histological vari-
ability. Also, differences in treatment modality (aspira-
tion thrombectomy in Chueh et al versus stent-retriever 

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the 19 Included 
Patients

Characteristic
Included patients 
(n=19)

Median (IQR) age, y 70 (62–81)

Women 12 (63)

Median (IQR) NIHSS on admission 16 (9–19)

Administration of intravenous alteplase 7 (37)

Target occlusion location

 ICA-terminus 3 (16)

 M1 10 (53)

 M2 5 (26)

 Basilar artery 1 (5)

EVT and workflow parameters

 Median (IQR) number of attempts 1 (1–2)

 Median (IQR) duration of procedure, min 32 (18–68)

  Median (IQR) time from stroke onset to start of 
experiment, min

360 (240–720)

  Median (IQR) time from EVT to start of experi-
ment, min

40 (30–67)

Values are numbers (percentages) of patients unless stated otherwise. EVT 
indicates endovascular thrombectomy; ICA, internal carotid artery; IQR, inter-
quartile range; M1/M2, middle cerebral artery; and NIHSS, National Institutes 
of Health Stroke Scale.
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thrombectomy in our study) could have influenced 
results. Some studies have shown that stent-retriev-
ers respond better to fibrin/platelet-rich thrombi than 
aspiration devices,16,17 which could have resulted in an 
overrepresentation of fibrin-rich, stiffer thrombi in our 
study. Another explanation for finding higher thrombus 

stiffness in real thrombi than in analogs might be differ-
ences in microstructure. In contrast to human thrombi, 
thrombus analogs are homogeneous. Since strong inter-
nal thrombus organization has been shown to contribute 
to thrombus stiffness,6 human thrombi might be stiffer 
than analogs with a similar composition.

Figure 2. Histological images of 4 mechanically analyzed thrombi are shown, according to increasing fibrin/platelet content.
From top to bottom: 11% (A), 36% (B), 56% (C), and 99% (D) fibrin/platelets. H&E indicates hematoxylin-eosin stain and platelets, 
immunostaining for platelets by CD61 (platelets are shown in brown).
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From One Size Fits All to Thrombus-Specific 
Endovascular Treatment
To develop EVT techniques and devices that specifi-
cally target stiff, thrombectomy-resistant thrombi, a 
basic understanding of the interaction between throm-
bus properties, vessel wall, and the EVT device is 

needed. However, representative data on the mechani-
cal properties of human stroke thrombi has been lack-
ing. We have characterized human stroke thrombi with 
a wide, representative range of histological composi-
tions. Interestingly, thrombus stiffness in our study was 
considerably higher than reported in previous studies. 
Therefore, human stroke thrombi might be more throm-
bectomy-resistant than analogs, used to develop next-
generation EVT devices.3,18 Larger studies with human 
thrombi are needed to confirm this hypothesis. We 
found a strong positive association between fibrin con-
centration, platelet concentration, and thrombus stiff-
ness. This implies that it is harder for a stent retriever 
to penetrate fibrin/platelet rich thrombi8,18 and under-
lines the importance of taking these histological com-
ponents into account in the development of thrombus 
analogs. Stent retrievers with larger radial forces, for 
example, by changing the material they are made of or 
with more oval-shaped stent struts, might improve the 
penetration of fibrin/platelet-rich thrombi. One could 
also speculate that fibrin/platelet rich thrombi are suit-
able for completely new retriever designs, making use 
of the firmness of the thrombus: a retriever design 

Table 2. Univariable and Multivariable Linear Mixed Regres-
sion for the Relationship Between Histological Parameters 
and Thrombus Stiffness (Tangent Modulus, Et75) in kPa

 β (95% CI) aβ (95% CI)*

Fibrin/platelets (H&E) 9.74 (5.34–14.14) 9.02 (4.91–13.14)

Erythrocytes (H&E) −9.74 (−14.15 to −5.33) −9.03 (−13.16 to −4.90)

Leukocytes (H&E) −20.81  
(−164.80–123.19)

−20.68  
(−156.86–115.51)

Platelets <70% 
(CD61)

3.24 (−1.36–7.84) 4.18 (−0.78–9.14)

Platelets ≥70% 
(CD61)

59.34 (45.94–72.74) 55.56 (37.69–73.43)

CD61 indicates immunohistochemistry for platelets; and H&E, hematoxylin-
eosin.

*Adjusted for age, sex, administration of intravenous thrombolysis and time 
from end of endovascular treatment to start of the mechanical experiment.
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Figure 3. Relationship of thrombus composition with thrombus stiffness (Et75) is shown.
Margins plots including 95% confidence intervals for fibrin/platelets (A), erythrocytes (B), leukocytes (C) on H&E with Et75 and fitted curve 
including 95% confidence interval for platelets on CD61 (D) with Et75.
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that anchors in the proximal part of the thrombus and 
subsequently pulls the thrombus, might be one of the 
potential avenues to explore.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, the unconfined 
compression experiment is designed to be performed on 
tissue that is firm and large enough to be characterized. 
Therefore, thrombus material that could not be trimmed 
to a 1 mm thick sample in preparation for the experi-
ment, was not tested, probably introducing a selection 
bias. Another limitation of the unconfined compression 
experiment is the unidirectionality. Thrombus stiffness 
might vary depending on the direction in which it is 
loaded19; therefore, anisotropic mechanical properties 
could not be quantified. Also, the current study reported 
one parameter to describe thrombus stiffness. The non-
linear mechanical behavior of thrombi could be better 
described in the future if multiple stiffness parameters 
would be used.20

Thrombi from patients with unsuccessful recanaliza-
tion were not included in the study. During the inclu-
sion period, there was however only one patient with 
unsuccessful recanalization (Figure I in the Data Sup-
plement). In addition, a considerable number of patients 
were excluded because they were treated during off 
hours, or because the thrombus was preserved in for-
malin, instead of DMEM, by the interventionalist. We 
assume this selection was random and therefore did 
not influence our results.

There are some limitations to the histological analy-
sis in this study. First, the compression experiment could 
have altered thrombus composition, as thrombus com-
ponents might be lost due to the material compression. 
More advances mechanical models that account for both 
the solid and fluid character of thrombi would be useful 
to improve the interpretation of the results of the uncon-
fined compression experiments. We analyzed platelets 
separately using a CD61 immunostaining, in addition to 
the H&E staining. Counterintuitively, some platelet values 
on CD61 exceeded the fibrin/platelet values on H&E. 
This is possible, as platelets can be underestimated on 
an H&E stain, since their small diameter can cause them 
to be obscured by cells. Also, suboptimal distinction 
between pink and red on H&E could cause underestima-
tion of fibrin/platelets on H&E.

Conclusions
Mechanical characterization of thrombi from patients 
with acute ischemic stroke who underwent EVT, resulted 
in a median thrombus stiffness of 560 (IQR, 393–1161) 
kPa. For every 1% increase in fibrin/platelets on H&E, 
thrombus stiffness increased with 9 kPa. For high platelet 
values, we found a very strong relationship with thrombus 

stiffness. Our data provide a basis for future research on 
the development of next-generation EVT devices tailored 
to thrombus composition.
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